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Hey Friends ....
Yup ... Yes Indeed .....
**24 Hr. ''Kick-Back'' with *CaptoZeb & *EBDCs & *Captan
--- But of course almost nobody can even get a 'AlternateCenter' applied within that 24 Hours.
**CaptoZeb certainly sticks better than just straight Captan.
**Alicandro has watched CaptoZeb for over 10 years.... calls
it 'definitely much stronger vs Apple Scab than a straightup full dose of either Captan or EBDC.'
**A CaptoZeb TankMix can help you with that ''SeasonalLimit'' issue with EBDC=21 Lb.Ac and Captan80WDG=40
Lb-Ac.
**Captan is 0(zero) Da.PHI while the EBDCs are 77 Da-PHI
**Stay far far away from Captan with any Oils. We always
recommend zero (0) Oils of any kind ever.... Never any Oils.
None. Ever....for several good reasons.
**Some Guys like to be done with Captan before 2nd
Cover... for Fruit Finish issues like on Gala. But if you're in a
SecondaryScabScuffle, you'll likely be into big-rates Captan.
**Where you have even the slightest FireBlight concerns,
you are hopefully doing the 1 Qt - CS2005 and playing with
lower rates of CaptoZeb.
**Captan likes pH down to 5.5 ....while the CS2005 and
EBDCs dont care.
**Indicate 5 takes care of any/all pH issues...along with
'sequestering' ...and supplies a medium-dose
SpreaderSticker ...1 Pint-100Gal ....1 product... easy ...cheap.
**EBDCs really have a good Stick-Quality ...
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In certain Orchard Systems we have Guys very
successfully using 12-15 GWA ....Using over 50 GWA this
early is very ill-advised in all Systems ...just not
necessary.
Have a Blessed Week !!!

